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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3155-He successfully formed the Fire Ousia, 
Water Ousia, Metal Ousia, Wood Ousia, and Earth Ousia. 

James’ five Elemental Ousias formed almost simultaneously. 

However, this was only the beginning of practicing the Elemental Inversion. These 
Ousias could be merged to form a whole new kind of power. 

James put away the Five Elements of Genesis. 

Then, he summoned the Elemental Ousias. 

James activated the Elemental Inversion, and the Elemental Ousias spun around him, 
constantly producing Elemental Power. 

Immediately afterward, the Elemental Ousias fused to form a vast Elemental Wheel 
comprised of the fusion of five different Elemental Powers. 

As the Elemental Wheel formed, a brand new power was born. 

The power was shockingly strong. 

However, activating the Elemental Wheel consumed significant amounts of the 
Elemental Ousias’ power. Most of James’ Ousias’ power was consumed in just an 
instant. 

James dispersed the Elemental Inversion and Elemental Wheel. The Elemental Ousias 
reformed and reabsorbed into James’ body. 

The Five Elements of Genesis in his body produced more Elemental Power to fortify the 
Elemental Ousias. 

James checked his body and murmured, “I’ve already formed my Elemental Ousias and 
can summon the Elemental Wheel on my own. However, the Elemental Wheel formed 
by my Ousia is inferior to the Five Elements of Genesis. My Ousia is still too weak. 

“As long as I practice hard and enter the Emperor Rank, my Path Seal’s Power will 
match the strength of the Five Elements of Genesis. 

“Besides, I can improve my Elemental Path Seal and integrate it with the Five Elements 
of Genesis. When that time comes, I’ll be invincible.” 

James’ confidence grew. 



The Five Elements of Genesis were a terrifying treasure. 

Once he could merge the Five Elements of Genesis with his Elemental Path Seals, he 
would surely surpass the Five Ancestral Masters of the Primeval Age. 

In the Primeval Age, the Five Ancestral Masters were unparalleled. They could even be 
considered to be on par with the Heavenly Path. James had the potential to surpass the 
Heavenly Path when he finally merges the Five Elements of Genesis with his Elemental 
Path Seal. 

When that time comes, it would be much easier to destroy the Heavenly Path and 
create brand new rules. 

After these thoughts ran through his mind, James withdrew his energy. 

He stepped out of the Time Formation once more. 

“Dad, have you successfully cultivated your Elemental Ousias?” Xainte looked at 
James. 

James nodded. “Mhm.” 

Xainte asked doubtfully, “You’ve cultivated the Curse Ousia, and now the Elemental 
Ousias. Then what exactly is your true cultivation rank? Why are you so weak now? But 
when you’re against powerhouses, you can suddenly unleash such terrifying strength?” 

James smiled faintly but did not explain himself. 

He changed the subject, asking, “What’s the progress on the formation?” 

At that moment, Melinda, in the distant sky, had stopped. Her body flickered, and she 
appeared before James. 

Melinda looked at James and said, “Congratulations. You’ve cultivated your Curse 
Ousia and the Elemental Ousias as well. You’ve already laid down the foundation to 
grow into an unbeatable powerhouse.” 

James smiled faintly and replied, “How is your progress on the formation?” 

Melinda’s expression turned gloomy as she said, “The formation laid by the Ancestral 
Water God isn’t easy to break. My cultivation rank is quite low, and breaking the final 
layers of the formation is strenuous. I’ve already exhausted too much of my Soul Power. 
I’ll need to rest for now.” 

After speaking, Melinda sat in a lotus position on the ground and began to recover her 
Soul Power. 



James looked at Melinda and asked. “There’s a Heaven’s Adjudicator sealed in the 
formation. Aren’t you worried that she’ll cause trouble after she’s freed? As far as I 
know, Heaven Adjudicators are invincible. So how will we stop her?” 

Melinda looked at James and chose her words carefully. 

After thinking about it, she said, “You’ll know what to do when the time comes.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3156-Melinda did not say much. She sat in a 
lotus position and began to recover her Soul Power. 

James felt that Melinda was hiding something, but he did not press her since she did 
not care to elaborate further. 

While Melinda rested to recover her Soul Power, the others waited to the side. 

Everyone waited for three years. 

Three years later, Melinda finally recovered her exhausted Soul Power and continued 
working to break the Formation. 

This time, she was able to make short work of it. 

Ten years passed in the blink of an eye. 

Ten years later, Melinda had finally destroyed the 30,000 major layers. Now only one 
last layer remained. She walked over to James and said, “There’s only one last layer in 
the formation. To break the last layer, we’ll need the Water Genesis.” 

James nodded and asked. “What do I need to do?” 

Melinda replied, “It’s straightforward. All you need to do is activate the Water Genesis 
and pour its power into the formation to break it.” 

“Alright.” 

James immediately summoned the Water Genesis without any hesitation. 

The Spring appeared before James. With a thought, magical power emerged from the 
Spring and flowed into the formation ahead of them. 

At that moment, ripples formed in the formation. 



The ripples spread out continuously. 

Immediately afterward, the region ahead of them began to change. 

Some of the mountains and rivers disappeared, and the sight of beautiful scenery filled 
everyone’s vision . 

In the distance, the Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master had been waiting atop a mountain 
for many years. He had been watching from the shadows and laying in wait. Seeing that 
the formation had been broken, his face lit up in delight. 

“It’s broken! They really broke the formation! Now that the formation is gone, it’ll be easy 
for me to release the Heaven’s Adjudicator.” 

The Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master took a deep breath. 

Although the formation was broken, he did not act rashly. 

His priority was trapping James’ party. Then, Tamuuz could lead the other powerhouses 
to rescue their captured members in the Elixir Pavilion. 

Standing outside the formation, James’ group watched as the formation disappeared 
and a part of the landscape vanished. 

An idyllic paradise appeared in front of them. 

It was a beautiful place with a river flowing through the mountains, dividing the 
landscape. 

“Let’s go take a look.” 

Melinda got up first and dashed toward it. 

James and the others also followed closely behind her. 

After they entered the place, The Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master appeared before the 
formation at the next moment. 

A few mysterious inscriptions emerged from his palm. 

The inscriptions gathered together to form an ancient scroll. 

A formation was stored within the ancient scroll. 

The formation was prepared in advance. Once the formation scroll was activated, a 
formation would be deployed instantly. 



The Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master knew he could not trap James’ party for long and he 
did not intend to. He only needed to delay them for some time. 

He floated in the air with the formation scroll in front of him. He raised his hand and 
called upon his energy. His energy poured into the formation scroll. 

At that moment, countless Formation Inscriptions emerged from the scroll. They spread 
out and covered the area instantly. 

As soon as Silvester entered the beautiful region, he felt the Formation Inscriptions 
surrounding them. 

“Oh sh*t!” 

His expression immediately changed. He rose to the sky quickly. However, he was 
repelled by a mysterious formation and was struck back by the force. 

Silvester plummeted from the sky. 

Nico, Helvius, Thea, and the others also noticed the formation from the ground. 
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Silvester who had been struck down by the formation’s power, and asked. “What’s 
wrong?” 

Silvester replied solemnly, “After we entered this area, someone secretly set up a 
formation to trap us here.” 

“Who is it?” 

Silvester shook his head. 

Melinda also scanned the area and saw the Formation Inscriptions around them. 

James turned to Melinda and asked. “You were able to break a formation set up by an 
Ancestral God. How long would it take you to break this formation?” 

Melinda observed the formation for a while and said, “Three days.” 

James immediately said, “Please work on it immediately. We need to quickly break the 
formation.” 



“Alright.” 

Melinda nodded and began to disassemble the formation. 

Meanwhile, the Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master quickly retreated after setting up the 
formation. 

He fled a great distance away to hide himself. Then, he immediately used a Secret Art 
to notify Tamuuz, who was waiting outside the Elixir Realm. 

“Begin the mission. However, you must act swiftly and rescue them within one day. 
Otherwise, you guys might also get captured if Silvester and the rest rush back to the 
Elixir Pavilion.” 

Tamuuz had waited outside the Elixir Realm for many years. 

All these years, he had not gone anywhere else and spent his time recuperating. 

His Path Seal was shattered, and his strength had dropped drastically. However, 
Silvester and Helvius were not in the Elixir Pavilion. Even though he was not as strong 
as he was in the past, no one currently in the Elixir Pavilion could stand against him. 

After receiving the order from the Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master, he quickly instructed 
his subordinates, “Let’s go! Remember, our goal is to save our members, not to kill our 
enemies. Evacuate immediately after rescuing our men.” 

“Understood!” 

His men neatly responded in unison behind him. 

The sun was shining brightly, and the Elixir Pavilion was at peace. 

Suddenly, a disciple of the Elixir Pavilion yelled in alarm, “W-What’s that?” 

Several disciples also looked toward the distance and saw a group of black clouds in 
the sky quickly approaching them. 

“I-It’s the Sanctuary of Darkness! They’re here again!” 

“Hurry! Report this to the Pavilion Master!” 

The disciples began to panic. 

The Great Elder was also troubled. He immediately activated the formation around their 
mountain and used their Secret Art to notify Silvester, who was far away in the Aqua 
Realm. 



Silvester was watching Melinda break the formation. Suddenly, he heard the Great 
Elder’s worried message in his mind. “Old Master, there’s been an incident! The 
Sanctuary of Darkness has struck again and appeared in the Elixir Realm!” 

Hearing the report, Silvester’s expression darkened. He cursed furiously. “Damn it!” 

James turned to him and asked. “What’s wrong?” 

Silvester explained in a grave tone, “The Sanctuary of Darkness has sent powerhouses 
to the Elixir Realm again.” 

Silvester wanted to open a spatial passage back to the Elixir Realm, but the formation 
had sealed the space. This prevented Silvester and the others from leaving the space. 

He immediately sent a message to the Great Elder, saying, “Hold on as long as you 
can. I’ll need three days at most to return!” 

After sending back a message, Silvester shouted to Melinda, “Please hurry up, Ms. 
Melinda. The Sanctuary of Darkness has reappeared at the Elixir Pavilion.” 

Thea looked at James and said, “I’m sure this was probably the Sanctuary of Darkness’ 
original objective. They lured all of the Elixir Pavilion’s powerhouses away to this place 
to attack again.” 

James nodded solemnly and said, “Yeah. I hope we can make it back in time.” 

James looked at Melinda. 

All their hopes hinged on Melinda. If she could not break through the formation quickly, 
then the Elixir Pavilion would be doomed. 
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in the distance swept toward them rapidly. They appeared in the sky outside the Elixir 
Pavilion in the blink of an eye. 

The black clouds enveloped Elixir City. 

Seeing this, the cultivators in the Elixir Pavilion fled in panic. 

A man slowly walked out of the dark clouds in the sky. 

It was Tamuuz. 



Tamuuz had not completely recovered from his injuries, and his face was pale. He 
floated in the air and looked at the Elixir Pavilion’s Elders floating in the sky. 

When the Great Elder saw Tamuuz, his expression immediately became solemn. 

His strength alone was insufficient to repel Tamuuz, even though Tamuuz was injured. 

“Open the mountain gate.” 

Tamuuz’s growled demandingly, “I’m here to bring back the members of the Sanctuary 
of Darkness.” 

“Get lost!” 

The Great Elder roared, “I’ll die before I let you save them!” 

“Charge!” 

Tamuuz’s face darkened, and he ordered his subordinates to attack. 

Powerhouses emerged from the dark clouds behind Tamuuz. About only a dozen of 
them were Grand Emperors. 

Additionally, there were about a hundred Quasi Emperors. 

The rest of the 30,000 men were at the peak of the Divine Rank. 

These powerhouses were all that was left of the Sanctuary of Darkness. 

They dispatched every last men to rescue their imprisoned members. 

The powerhouses attacked the Elixir Pavilion’s formation. 

Tamuuz knew he did not have much time. 

The Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master could not stall James for long. 

Thus, he had to act decisively. 

He raised his hand, and a powerful force emerged. It gathered together to form a black 
beam of light. 

The black beam of light burst out and shot at the protective formation. 

A few cracks formed on the formation. 



Several mountains that had just been rebuilt by the Elixir Pavillion also began to shake. 

“He’s too strong.” 

The Great Elder watched with a solemn expression. He did not expect Tamuuz to still 
possess such terrifying strength in his wounded condition. 

“Fight them off!” 

The Great Elder shouted, “The Old Master has reassured us that he’ll be back within a 
few days!” 

Following the order of the Great Elder, the Elixir Pavilion’s powerhouses charged 
forward. They exerted their full strength into the formation. 

With their strength, the formation became stronger. 

Tamuuz cursed out. “Damn it.” 

He was in a rush. If he could not breach the Elixir Pavilion’s defenses within a day, it 
would be difficult to save their members. 

At that moment, his body unleashed fearsome energy. 

Several strands of black energy emerged from his body to form a giant sword. 

The sword was 10,000 meters long and glinted dangerously. 

The surrounding space became distorted by the powerful force it emitted. A few cracks 
formed in the sky and spread across the sky. 

“Rend them in twain!” 

Tamuuz casually waved his hand, and the 10,000-meter-long sword swung viciously. It 
struck the formation protecting the Elixir Pavilion. 

Boom! 

The ground and mountains immediately began to shake from the impact. 

The explosive sound boomed through the area, and the force injured cultivators within 
Elixir City. Some of the weaker ones died instantly. 

Behind the formation, some of the Elixir Pavilion’s powerhouses fell away after being 
knocked back by the force. They fell to the ground and were wounded. 



Tamuuz was a Seventh Heaven Grand Emperor. 

Even though he was injured, he could still fight formidably if he brought all his strength 
to bear. 

Cracks appeared in the formation after sustaining his full-force attack. 
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continued to hold their ground. They constantly channeled their energy and fortified the 
protective formation. The damage dealed to them was immediately recovered, and the 
formation solidified once more. 

Boom! 

The giant sword struck the formation again. 

It was much stronger than the previous blow. 

Many of the powerhouses in the Elixir Pavilion spat out blood from the violent force. 
Even a Grand Emperor like the Great Elder coughed out blood after being knocked 
away. His face lost its color. 

“If this continues, the formation will definitely be broken soon. It might not even last an 
hour, let alone three days. What should I do? What can I do now?” 

The Great Elder was at his wits’ end. 

Rumble!!! 

Tumaaz repeatedly attacked the formation from outside. 

Although the formation blocked his attacks, a portion of his energy seeped through the 
formation through the cracks into the Elixir Pavilion, destroying a few of the Elixir 
Pavilion’s mountains. 

The Great Elder panicked and immediately ordered, “Open up the emergency escape 
passage! Everyone is to evacuate at once!” 

After giving the order, he contacted Silvester again through their sect’s Secret Art. 

“Old Master, the powerhouse from the Sanctuary of Darkness is too strong. The 
formation isn’t going to last long.” 



After hearing the report, Silvester instructed, “If you can’t hold on, evacuate and 
conserve your energy.” 

“Alright.” 

After receiving the order, the Great Master made evacuation preparations. 

However, the Elixir Pavilion’s disciples had not finished evacuating in time. There was 
not much he could do but continue to hold Tamuuz off. 

Apart from the Great Elder, the others struggled to sustain themselves. They exerted all 
their strength to support and stabilize the formation. 

After all the disciples evacuated, the Great Elder ordered, “Evacuate now!” 

He disappeared from the sky with a flash and appeared before the emergency escape 
passage. 

The other elders immediately followed after him. 

When these elders walked through the emergency escape passage, it immediately 
vanished. 

Boom! 

Shortly after their evacuation, the formation was destroyed. 

The powerhouses from the Sanctuary of Darkness raided the dungeon and released 
their detained members. 

In the Aqua Realm, Silvester had been watching Melinda break the formation that 
trapped them. He was anxious and was hoping she would break it almost immediately. 

However, the Great Elder reported to him before Melinda could completely dispel the 
formation. 

“Old Master, all our disciples have evacuated to a safe area. However, our formation 
was shattered, and the Sanctuary of Darkness’ members that we imprisoned have been 
freed.” 

Hearing this, Silvester’s face darkened. 

James immediately asked him, “What’s the situation now, Old Master?” 

Silvester sighed and said, “They’ve breached our formation.” 



Startled, James further inquired, “Were there any casualties?” 

Silvester said, “There weren’t any casualties. I already instructed them to evacuate if 
they couldn’t hold on. Everyone has already evacuated. However, the Sanctuary of 
Darkness’ members we captured previously were rescued.” 

Relieved, James said, “It’s good there weren’t any casualties.” 

Silvester said, “Unfortunately, the powerful members from the Sanctuary of Darkness 
were rescued. It’s going to be tough to wipe them out next time. If I knew it’d come to 
this, I would’ve killed them earlier on.” 

James immediately took on the responsibility. “It’s my fault. I was careless and gave 
them an opportunity to strike.” 

Silvester waved his hand, saying, “It’s not your fault. The Sanctuary of Darkness was 
determined to save them. They are a secret force and act from the dark. It’s impossible 
to completely guard against them.” 

James stopped talking, but his expression was solemn. 

He was trying to figure out what was the Sanctuary of Darkness’ next move. 

The Sanctuary of Darkness was too shrouded in mystery, and he had little knowledge of 
them. It would be hard to figure out their goals.” 

Time crept by. 

Soon, three days had passed. 

Melinda had finally broken the formation. 

As soon as the formation was broken, Silvester rushed back to the Elixir Pavilion along 
with Helvius. 

However, the Elixir Pavilion was already destroyed. All the powerhouses from the 
Sanctuary of Darkness they detained before were freed. 

Fortunately, there were no casualties because everyone evacuated in time. They would 
have suffered more significant casualties had they defended the Elixir Pavilion to death. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3160-Silvester and Helvius stood solemnly on 
the ruins of the Elixir Pavilion. 

They were not worried that the Elixir Pavilion’s base was destroyed. Instead, they were 
anxious because the Sanctuary of Darkness rescued their captive members. Every one 
of them was extremely capable compared to cultivators outside. 

If they combined their power, no force in the Boundless Realm could stand against 
them. 

“What should we do now, Old Master?” asked Helvius. 

Silvester thought for a while and said, “At this point, we can only let them go for now. 
Let’s head back to Aqua Realm and reunite with James. We’ll discuss the rest later.” 

“Alright.” Helvius nodded. 

After the two checked on the situation in the Elixir Pavilion, they left quickly and headed 
back to the Aqua Realm. 

James and the others waited inside the elysium they entered after breaking the 
formation. 

Soon, Silvester and Helvius returned. 

James promptly followed up with them. “How’s the situation?” 

Selvius sighed and said, “The Elixir Pavilion was reduced to ruins again. Fortunately, all 
our disciples have escaped to a safe place.” 

James said solemnly, “The Sanctuary of Darkness is tougher than we gave them credit 
for. Once we broke the formation here, they immediately trapped us using another 
formation. The person who trapped us must be one of the more powerful members.” 

Selvius nodded slightly and said, “Yeah. Perhaps the Sanctuary of Darkness’ Master 
personally involved himself.” 

Melinda stood up and said, “Let’s not discuss these matters now and continue exploring 
this place.” 

“Alright.” James nodded. 

James was curious about Heaven’s Adjudicator sealed in this place. 



Melinda was most likely the reincarnation of a powerhouse from the Primeval Age. 
Theoretically speaking, she knew the power of Heaven’s Adjudicators. However, she 
was able to destroy the formation sealing said being. 

She seemed unafraid of the Heaven’s Adjudicator sealed here. 

Under Melinda’s guidance, the group of people walked toward the beautiful scenery. 

Soon, they appeared at the mouth of a river between two mountains. 

The river was hundreds of meters wide, and the flowing water was crystal clear. Various 
strange fish and aquatic creatures could be seen swimming in the river. The creatures 
emitted a mysterious aura that seemed out of the ordinary. 

Soon, they reached the end of the river. 

They found a cave where the river flowed from. 

James looked at Melinda and asked. “Is this where the Heaven’s Adjudicator is sealed?” 

Melinda shrugged and said, “I’m not sure. Let’s look around.” 

After she finished speaking, she stepped forward. Her body flickered, and she appeared 
above the mountain. 

James and the others followed closely behind her, 

The group stood atop the mountain. Melinda looked around and scanned the 
surroundings. 

Then, she pointed to a mountain ahead and said, “That mountain seems important to 
this place. I can feel a magical power coming from under the mountain.” 

After speaking, Melinda turned to Silvester and said, “You have a high cultivation rank, 
don’t you? Move that mountain away.” 

Silvester nodded. “Alright.” 

Immediately afterward, he casually waved his hand. A powerful force emerged from his 
palm and rushed toward the mountain. 

The force immediately lifted the mountain and carried it away into the distance. 

As soon as Silvester acted, the mountain was moved away. 



From the crevasse, a palace appeared underground. The palace was large and black in 
color. 

A few magical inscriptions surrounded the black palace. 

“A palace?” James gasped in shock. 

Melinda looked at the palace for a while and said, “The Heaven’s Adjudicator is most 
likely sealed in there.” 

Everyone disappeared the next moment and appeared before the palace gate. 
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